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Special Feature
The Book of Mormon
at the University of Vermont
Introductory Note
BOOK-Religious Liberties: Anti-Catholicism and Liberal Democracy in Nineteenth-Century U.S. Literature and
Culture-appeared in 2011. 1 The next year, she began presenting work
ELIZABETH FENTON's FIRST

on the Book of Mormon, first in a conference paper at the annual con vention of C19: The Society of Nineteenth-Century Americanists, and
then in an invited lecture at the University of Maryland titled "Why
Americanists Should Read The Book ofMormon:' In 2013, she published
her conference presentation from the previous year in /19: The Journal of Nineteenth-Century Americanists. 2 The next year, Fenton organized a panel at C19 focused on the Book of Mormon, which drew

1. See Elizabeth Fenton, Religious Liberties: Anti-Catholicism and Liberal Democracy in Nineteenth-Century US. Literature and Culture (New York: Oxford University
Press, 2011).
2. See Elizabeth Fenton, "Open Canons: Sacred History and American History in
The Book of Mormon:' ]19: The Journal of Nineteenth-Century Americanists l/2 (Fall
2013): 339-61.
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the attention of Jared Hickman and opened the door to an important
collaborative project, soon to come to fruition in the form of Americanist Approaches to the Book of Mormon, a collection of essays by
various scholars forthcoming from Oxford University Press. In 2016,
Fenton presented again at C19 on the Book of Mormon (this time in a
comparative study involving The Anarchiad), and she also published in
the Journal of Book ofMormon Studies a review essay focused on Grant
Hardy's Understanding the Book of Mormon. 3 The past five or six years
have, for Fenton, been focused in a remarkable way on literary study of
the Book of Mormon.
Bringing all of this work into the classroom, Fenton decided in
2017 to teach a graduate seminar focused entirely on the Book of Mormon. With a group of interested master's students, she conducted what
appears to be the first graduate course offered exclusively on the Book
of Mormon outside of Utah. Hoping to learn about the experience,
and especially to see what the fruits of Fenton's labors were, I wrote to
ask her about the course and the work of her students. What emerged
from our conversation was the idea of creating a special feature for this
issue of the Journal: an interview about the course, a (stripped-down)
syllabus from the course, and a few exemplary papers from the students
in Fenton's class. Fenton has not only provided a riveting discussion of
the seminar experience in the interview and generously made her syllabus available for readers, but she has also worked tirelessly with five
of her students to prepare their work for publication in this issue of the
Journal of Book of Mormon Studies. I owe her much gratitude not only
for her willingness to contribute to this project, but also for her selfless
work in promoting serious academic study of the Book of Mormon. The
future for Book of Mormon studies looks bright in large part because
of scholars like her.
What I hope readers will especially gain from the following interview, syllabus, and student papers is a clear sense for what the Book of

3. See Elizabeth Fenton, "Understanding the Book of Mormon;' Journal ofBook of
Mormon Studies 25 (2016): 37-51.
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Mormon can do in the academy. Although Fenton and her students do
not approach the Book of Mormon as scripture,4 they take it seriously
and recognize its richness and depth. They model the kind of charitable reading that the world of scholarship produces when it does its
best work. I hope that scholars wondering about including the Book of
Mormon in college courses-whether courses in literature, history, or
religious studies-can learn from Fenton's particular approach and her
comments about the experience. I hope, though, that non -academic
Latter-day Saints can also learn from Fenton's comments and from her
students' papers, gaining a sense for what the Book of Mormon has to
offer to the world of scholarship, alongside the sacred message it contains for believers.
-The Editor

4. For this reason, in the material that follows, the title of the Book of Mormon will
be italicized, treating it as a literary work and published book rather than as a volume
of scripture.

Teaching The Book of Mormon at the University
of Vermont: An Interview with Elizabeth Fenton
by Joseph Spencer
Joseph Spencer: First, Liz, I want to thank you for giving me the opportu-

nity to interview you. The occasion for our conversation is, of course, the
graduate seminar on The Book of Mormon that you recently taught at
the University of Vermont. It seems the seminar was unprecedented. Grant
Shreve wrote recently that "all available evidence" indicates that you've
spearheaded "the first literature course outside of Utah to focus exclusively
on the Book of Mormon.'' 1 Let's begin, then, with a little bit about what
led you to organize a whole seminar on The Book of Mormon. You've
mentioned elsewhere that a reviewer of an article you wrote on The Book
of Mormon said that the text holds "no value for nonbelievers" and is "an
inappropriate object of critical study.''2 To what extent was this seminar a
response, however implicit, to this sort of criticism?
Elizabeth Fenton: I'd like to start by thanking you, Joe, for taking
an interest in my course and setting up this forum. This is a great

1. Grant Shreve, "The Book ofMormon Gets the Literary Treatment;' Religion & Politics, May 23, 2017, http://religionandpolitics.org/2017/05/23/the-book-of-mormon-gets
-the-literary-treatment/ (accessed October 18, 2017).
2. Elizabeth Fenton, "Understanding the Book of Mormon;' Journal of Book of
Mormon Studies 25 (2016): 39. For the article in question, see Elizabeth Fenton, "Open

Canons: Sacred History and American History in The Book ofMormon:' J19: The Journal
of Nineteenth-Century Americanists l/2 (Fall 2013): 339-61.
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opportunity for my students and me, and I'm excited to talk a bit about
my course and share some of the work that grew out of it.
It is true that I encountered resistance from a few corners when I
began working in earnest on The Book of Mormon. And I will admit
that there is at least a narrow vein of contrariness running through
my work on the book. This class, though, really owes its origins to my
graduate students. In the Spring of 2016, I taught a seminar on the
early US novel. The cohort for that class was terrific-hardworking,
sharp, interesting-and about half of them were first-year students who
would be continuing coursework. So when my department asked me
to teach another seminar the following Fall, I decided to run some
ideas by them. I don't usually teach graduate seminars in back-to-back
semesters (our MA program is small), so this was a rare opportunity to
put together a course for a group of students I already knew. I had been
toying with the idea of a course on The Book of Mormon for a few years
but hadn't designed it because I was worried that students wouldn't want
to take it. But these students seemed like they might be open to the idea,
so I listed it as one of a few options. It was their top choice. I told them
that if they promised to register for the class, I would build it. Centering
a course on The Book of Mormon felt risky, a hit-or-miss endeavor, but I
thought my relationships with these students could mitigate that risk. I
was pretty sure that ifl had "buy-in'' from a half-dozen students before
the course even began, then the new students who registered would
get on board. And they did. That was one of the best parts about this
experience: the students were never skeptical about the project; they
were all in from the beginning.
JS: Can you say a little about the students who took the course? What were
their general and particular interests in The Book of Mormon? What

prepared them to make such a text their top choice?
EF: There was a broad range of interests among the students in the course.
Our program is a two-year, terminal MA, so it attracts a lot of different
kinds of students with a variety of educational and professional goals.
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And in addition to my [the English] department's students, there were
students from other graduate programs (History, Education) who took
the course. Among the English graduate students, I'd say the most popular
areas of interest were modernism, contemporary literature, and psychoanalysis, so they weren't necessarily motivated by a burning desire to
study the early republic. But they shared a general interest in US literature
and history, as well as in religion. I know that one student took the course
specifically because it was about The Book of Mormon, but for the most
part, these were students who wanted to study something related to US
literature and who were open to reading things that might not usually
appear on an English Department syllabus. Frankly, I think the novelty
of the course appealed to many of them. The overwhelming majority of
these students had no ties to the LDS Church. They had never read The
Book ofMormon, but they were curious about it, and they knew that they
never would read it unless they took the class. That is probably the most
important thing they had in common: a desire to read the book.
JS: Let's talk a little about the syllabus you constructed for the course.
You opened the semester with the text of The Book of Mormon itself.

I suppose I have two questions about that. First, what did you focus on
in your lectures or class discussions during those first weeks? Were there
features of the narrative you highlighted and took your students through?
Did they come to class with specific passages that drew their attention that
you then looked at together? In short, how did you decide what portions
of The Book of Mormon to address? Second, would you say something
about why you decided to begin right out with The Book of Mormon,
rather than, say, with some of the other literary works you took up later in
the semester? I could see some motivation for beginning with a few other
works, then using them to contextualize the literary contribution of The
Book of Mormon. But it seems you chose to read other literary works in
light of The Book of Mormon.
EF: I'll answer your second question first. I thought about this a lot
when I was putting the class together-how to introduce The Book of
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Mormon and what, if any, context to build around it before I asked
the students to read it. Ultimately, I decided to have the class read the
entire book at the beginning of the semester because I wanted to see
what kinds of contexts they would come up with before I provided them
with any framework through which to consider the book. Of course,
they weren't encountering the text in a vacuum. They brought their
own interests, preconceptions, and reading histories to the course. But
I wanted The Book of Mormon to anchor our discussions all semester;
to be the text we returned to again and again. I thought the best way to
achieve that would be to begin with it. That said, I decided not to ask
them to read it totally cold, and assigned Terryl Givens's The Book of
Mormon: A Very Short Introduction for the first day of class. 3 I thought
it might be helpful for the students to have a quick sketch of the book's
history and structure, just so they could orient themselves as they began
it. Givens's book provided a useful introduction without creating overdetermined readings from the start.
When we began work on the book, I tried to let the students dictate the focus of our discussions as much as possible. I will admit that
this was a bit challenging, as I have a lot of opinions about The Book of
Mormon. But I asked students to come to class with passages to look
at, and I assigned each student a week to prepare questions to spark
conversation. At first, I asked them to just focus on the text itself, to
consider what was on the page and how it was on the page. My goal
was to talk about the text-not an idea of what the text must be, given
its history, or a caricature of its claims. In those first few weeks, I was
willing to go wherever the students wanted to go, as long as they were
talking about the text itself.
A few thematic concerns did emerge early on and become fixtures
of our discussions. The Book of Mormon's complex depictions of temporality, for example, and its deep concern with what it means to write a
national history structured several of the class periods, particularly those
dealing with The Anarchiad and Irving's A History of New York, as well
3. See Terryl L. Givens, The Book of Mormon: A Very Short Introduction (New York:
Oxford University Press, 2009).
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as the weeks we spent on theories of Native American origins. We discussed the text's use of prophecy in this context, and its accounts of its
own writing and compiling. Another issue we discussed regularly was
religious choice-both in terms of how it is depicted in The Book ofMormon and in terms of the book's own offering of a choice. That framed our
discussions of Charles Grandison Finney's work (Lectures on Revivals of
Religion), as well as (Charles Brockden Brown's) Wieland and (Catharine
Maria Sedgwick's) A New-England Tale. I would say the topic that most
captivated the class, though, was The Book ofMormon's engagement with
the question, "How do you know that what you know is true?" From
our earliest meetings, students gravitated toward passages dealing with
doubt. I'm thinking, for example, of 1 Nephi 4:10, when Nephi receives
the command to kill Laban: "And it came to pass that I was constrained
by the Spirit that I should kill Laban; but I said in my heart: Never at any
time have I shed the blood of man. And I shrunk and would that I might
not slay him:' This is a challenging moment in the text: the divine command is to kill a sleeping man. It gives Nephi pause, and it should give
the reader pause too. It's a passage that, if only for a moment, hovers in a
terrible space of doubt. How does Nephi know the command is divine?
What is the role of his own conscience? How can he be sure this is a righteous action? Using this passage as a kind of reading guide, we explored
the book's many presentations of epistemological uncertainty. And in our
other readings, we discovered that The Book of Mormon is not unique in
its concern with these kinds of issues.
JS: I want to ask a couple of questions about several of these themes and

how they developed in the course. First, though, can you say more about
the theme of temporality? This is something that's begun to receive a good
deal of theological attention in The Book of Mormon. I'm wondering
what your students saw, and I'm wondering how the theme developed in
your discussions.
EF: Well, I must confess that this particular topic relates most closely
to my own interests-both in terms of The Book of Mormon and in
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general-so it came up because I brought it up. For quite some time, I
have been struck by that early moment of prophecy in The Book ofMormon, when Nephi sees the future destruction of his descendants. Jared
Hickman has done some interesting work on this moment, pointing out
that this book essentially begins with an account not only of its own
ending but of the impossibility of what readers might assume to be its
project. 4 This is not, and never is going to be, a book for the Nephites.
The text eliminates them before they even exist. The poignancy of that
moment is repeated in the book's end, I think, when Moroni delivers
instructions about, among other things, infant baptism. There are no
infants to baptize when he writes this. There always never were going
to be. So what kind of future is being conjured in his writing? From the
start, I wanted students to think about The Book of Mormon as a text
that is simultaneously recording a history through time and asserting,
in sometimes very stark terms, the future termination of that historical
trajectory. Similarly, I am interested in the ways in which The Book of
Mormon presents itself as a nineteenth-century document and, thus,
is invested in a future-just not the future of the people in its pages.
There are many timelines at work in The Book of Mormon, and they
don't always run in a single direction. This is, to me, one of the book's
most delightful features.
I wanted students to engage with this topic for two main reasons.
First, I just think it's a compelling topic, and there are lots of passages
that might be illuminated by thinking about time. Second, and maybe
more important, framing the question of temporality around the book's
own complex presentations of time (through prophecy, biblical citation/allusion, prolepsis, the radical flashback that is Ether, evocations
of the nineteenth century, Elizabethan-sounding English, etc.) seemed
a good way to channel what otherwise might have turned into a discussion about the truth of the book's claims about its own history. I never
wanted this class to become a meditation on whether or not The Book
of Mormon is what it claims to be. But I knew that students might want
4. See, for example, Jared Hickman, "The Book of Mormon as Amerindian Apocalypse;' American Literature 86/3 (2014): 429-61.
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to talk about that. So I was pretty deliberate about saying that if we were
going to talk about the book's history, we should talk about its depictions of time and history. The question, "Was Nephi a real person?" is
not very compelling for a seminar discussion. But the question, "Why
does Nephi record this vision of his people's destruction at the start of
his record?" is a much better conversation starter.
My students did great work with this topic. They noted some of the
ways in which the text formally presents time as cyclical-particularly
in moments where it repeats phrasing (sometimes its own, sometimes
the Bible's) or presents stories that are similar to those of the Bibledespite its overt interest in millennial prophecy. We spent a lot of time
on the Book of Ether, discussing its late placement in the text and how
that placement makes it seem to be both a copy of the story of Lehi
and the original for which Lehi's story is the copy. And we discussed
moments where the text's different story lines seemed to synch: the discovery of Coriantumr by the Mulekites and the subsequent discovery of
the Mulekites by the Nephites, the arrival of the resurrected Jesus in the
New World, the announcement of The Book ofMormon's future revelation. Frankly, these moments are not merely compelling from a literary
perspective; they also are really fun to talk about. There are many ways
to interpret the text's at-times very strange depictions of temporality.
The students were invested in digging in and unpacking these passages,
so that made for some terrific class periods.
JS: You said that discussions focused on the issue of religious choice, but
then also on epistemological questions, The Book of Mormons consis-

tent worry about knowing that something is true. Did these two themes
emerge as connected in your discussions? I've been struck myself by the
way that The Book of Mormon often focuses questions of religious choice
on questions of inheritance or transfer across generations. For many devotional readers of The Book of Mormon, the primary question of religious
choice is a question of deciding whether something is true: The Book of
Mormon itself. Did your discussions bring those questions together, or is
the fusion of those themes perhaps a feature of a devotional hermeneutic?
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In a context where the book is read as literature, did the two themes disintricate themselves from each other?
EF: The class grappled with these themes together quite a bit, actually. For
us, though, the point of contact between these potentially oppositional
subjects-inheritance of belief and belief as active choice-was the book's
simultaneous presentation of (at least) two temporal planes. That is, we
talked quite a bit about how the action of the book, set in a distant past,
often presents readers with a belief structure that is genealogical, while
the framing of the book and its non-narrative components, aimed at a
temporally different audience (a reader in the nineteenth century, perhaps, or today), suggests that true belief emerges from thoughtful choice.
That disconnect generated some productive questions. Does Laman and
Lemuel's failure, for example, result from their incorrect choices about
what to believe, or their betrayal of their father and brother? Or, do the
Nephites keep forgetting their sacred calling because they did not choose
it but instead inherited it? There really aren't totally satisfying answers to
these questions-at least not within the context of a literature course-but
we definitely tried to theorize the friction between the narrative's story
lines and the book's larger religious project. One thing we kept circling
back to is how cyclical the main narrative is. We talked a lot about how
the repetitive rhythm of the text might reflect this very tension between
inheriting a faith and choosing one.
JS: I'm wondering next if you might say something about the challenges
you encountered in teaching a text like The Book of Mormon. What
obstacles did students encounter as they read and discussed the text? What
difficulties, anticipated or not, did you encounter in guiding students
through a literary reading of the text?

EF: I would say that there were three main difficulties the class and I
encountered when reading The Book of Mormon. I anticipated the first,
which was that it is challenging to analyze a sacred text, whether you
believe its claims or not. People bring cultural baggage to The Book of
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Mormon. Often, they don't even realize that until they begin reading it in a
manner that differs from what they're used to. The University of Vermont
(UVM) has a reputation for being fairly "secular" in its culture, although
there are students of many faiths on campus. As an English professor,
I primarily encounter students from non-evangelical Christian sects
(including Catholicism) and Reform Judaism, many of whom are not
practicing. Going into this course, I expected resistance to the text's claims
about itself, and I didn't want that resistance to frame every discussion.
Because I usually teach courses in Puritanism, Protestant poetry,
and early US novels, over the years I have developed some language for
talking to students about how to engage with religiously invested texts.
(When I teach Puritan sermons, for example, I have a little script: "You
don't know what the person next to you believes, and you definitely
don't know what that person's grandmother believes:') I adapted some
of that material for this course, and, in the first two weeks, I worked
hard to model a mode of reading that was at once critical and respectful. The students, to their credit, quickly moved past discussion of the
book's truth claims and dug into its actual contents. I think the most
important thing I did on that front was to insist on close reading at first.
What is in the text? How is it in the text? Why is it in the text the way
it is in the text? Framing our inquiry with those basic questions was
crucial in the early stages of the course. I suspect that an instructor at
a university with a large Mormon student population would encounter
a different version of this challenge, as would someone teaching at, say,
a Protestant Christian college. My approach really was tailored to the
student body at UVM; someone who wanted to run a course like this at
a different kind of institution might have to take a different approach.
The second challenge, which I did not anticipate but should have, was
the difficulty of productively discussing The Book ofMormon's presentation of race. I am accustomed to teaching texts that are baldly racist-that
is part of the work of being an early Americanist. But because The Book
of Mormon is generically distinct and makes big claims about transcen dent truth, its arguments about race play a bit differently than do those
of, say, The Last of the Mahicans or Uncle Tom's Cabin. I don't think I did
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a great job of facilitating discussion of 2 Nephi's fifth chapter. That is a
hard text to teach because its racialism justifiably strikes many readers as
ugly, but its presence in the text also can act as a screen for anti-Mormon
dismissal of the book. So I felt like I was toeing a very fine line. I assigned
some critical essays dealing with race in the text-Jared Hickman's piece
in American Literature, for example-and the students did some good
work tracing the thread of race through the work as a whole. But I left
the course feeling like it was just a bit too easy for me, a white instructor,
to tell a room full of white students, "yeah, this is racist;' and then kind
of have nowhere to go from there. So this is something I'm still thinking
about and want to do a better job with in the future.
The third challenge we faced was not unique to The Book of Mormon and is a challenge in many courses, and that was that this book is
very long, and parts of it are very boring. I wanted us to read the whole
book, but I didn't want to spend the entire semester on it, so I asked
students to read it in less than a month. To their great credit, they did it.
I do think it is important to acknowledge that some texts are not always
fun to read, even if you love them. I talked a lot to my students about
the value of learning to forge ahead in a book and complete a difficult
reading task. I tried to sell this as a kind of skill-building on that front.
I don't know if they were convinced, but we all hung in there together.
JS: Yes, I was struck, on looking at your syllabus, that you had your stu-

dents read the whole book. Even at Brigham Young University, where
students are overwhelmingly believing members of the Mormon faith,
few instructors of courses on The Book of Mormon ask their students
to read the whole book in a single semester, and I understand that those
who do often have to deal with complaints from students! Further, several attempts at packaging The Book of Mormon for a general audience
have opted for a few excerpts (as in Jana Riess's selections or the excerpts
in Laurie Majfly-Kipp's American Scriptures). 5 It wouldn't be hard to
5. See Jana Riess, ed., The Book of Mormon: Selections Annotated and Explained
(Woodstock, VT: Skylight, 2005); and Laurie F. Maffly-Kipp, ed., American Scriptures:
An Anthology of Sacred Writings (New York: Penguin, 2010 ).
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imagine a slightly abridged edition of the book geared toward students
with stretches of Second Nephi, Alma, and Third Nephi relegated to an
appendix or left out entirely. Did some of those less-favored portions of the
text, less-favored even among believers, end up playing a significant role
in your discussions? Were there any surprises on that front?
EF: The only thing I knew for sure about this course from the moment

I began designing it was that I wanted students to read the whole book.
I thought we should treat The Book of Mormon in the way some people approach Ulysses or Moby Dick or Paradise Lost-like, "Okay, we're
doing this:' I don't regret that decision, and I recommend putting the
entire book on a syllabus. My students didn't complain (at least not to
me). I did acknowledge the potential for boredom in some books and
recommended that they not get too hung up on the parts they found
arduous.
One of the best parts of this experience, for me, was that my students made me reconsider parts of the text that I find, well, uninteresting. I never have particularly enjoyed Alma, and thus I didn't have a
lot to say about it. My students, though, made some great observations
about that book. We talked at length about the events of chapters 18
and 19, when King Lamoni falls to the earth "as if he were dead:' Of
interest to the class was the fact that this episode marks one of only a
few in which an individual woman appears in the narrative (and I think
one of only two in which a woman actually speaks). Students were also
interested in Lamoni's wife's assertion that "he doth not stink'' when
attempting to prove that Lamoni is alive. Discussion of this passage led
us to other parts of the book that deal with corporeality-all the "large
and strong" men in the text, Amman's singular ability to smite off arms,
the weak joints of Nephi-I had never given much thought to all those
bodies in the text. And we might have missed them, had someone not
drawn our attention to one passage in this long book I wasn't particularly excited to reread. That sort of thing happened a lot: one student
would point to a moment in the text that no one else had noticed, and
from there, all sorts of intratextual associations would bubble up, and
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before we knew it, we would have identified an interesting thread running through the text. I don't know if that would have been as possible
with excerpts.
I think it is empowering for students to read the entire book. It is
an accomplishment in itself to finish a book like this. There are lots
of pedagogical situations in which it would be appropriate to assign
excerpts, but for this class-a class on The Book of Mormon-it felt
crucial to assign the whole thing. I wanted the students to come away
feeling that they had earned the right to speak about this book and not
wonder if there were things they were missing that might undercut their
arguments.
JS: Let's talk now about the papers your students wrote. First, I'm curious

about the challenges students faced, or perhaps what they learned, as
they went about creating annotated bibliographies in preparation for their
papers. To whatever extent they needed or looked for academic literature
on The Book of Mormon (as opposed to academic treatments of broader
literary themes outside the book), they undoubtedly encountered what's
often lamented in recent literature: that (1) there's relatively little that's
been said about the vast majority of the book, and (2) what's been written
has largely been dedicated to supporting or contesting the historical origins
of the book. How did you and they navigate this difficulty? How can you
steer students toward materials that genuinely investigate the literary and
theological force of The Book of Mormon, or do we have to wait another
generation while such materials are produced more abundantly and made
more readily available?
EF: It is true that there remains a dearth of writing about The Book of
Mormon in the standard slate of academic journals to which I generally point students during paper-writing season. If that is a problem, it
is not one that is going to be solved quickly (the wheel of scholarship
necessarily turns rather slowly). Because I teach courses in the early US
novel, this was not a completely unfamiliar situation for me; I'm used
to showing students how to conduct research for projects on texts that
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don't have a large, long-standing critical narrative around them. So, yes,
my first strategy was to tell them to think broadly about researching
a topic or theoretical perspective. But I wanted them to engage with
the scholarship on The Book of Mormon that is available, and so we
discussed a few strategies for finding/using materials.
First, I showed the students how to locate scholarly works published
in LDS-afliliated journals and presses. It is true that much of this writing is shaped by a theological position, but, frankly, so is all academic
writing-religion just doesn't always announce itself. To discount critical work on The Book of Mormon because it was written by a believing
Mormon or takes the position that the book is authentic seems, at best,
shortsighted to me. (We don't discount biblical scholarship written by
Protestants, do we?) So I suggested that students search and browse
in journals such as Dialogue, Mormon Studies Review, and this one. I
talked to them about sources that I have found particularly useful: John
Tvedtnes's work on the Book of Isaiah in the text, for example. 6 You
don't need to share a critic's broad conclusions about a work to benefit
from his or her close readings, historical knowledge, or critical insights.
And I also, of course, pointed students toward the small body of work
that has appeared in more familiar academic venues-studies by Paul
Gutjahr, for example, and Eran Shalev. 7
Second, although there is not a ton of material out there on The
Book of Mormon itself, there is a good amount of scholarship available on Joseph Smith Jr. and the history of Mormonism. I'm thinking
here of work by Richard Bushman, Grant Underwood, Spencer Fluhman, Reid Neilson, Laurel Thatcher Ulrich, and John Turner. Those
kinds of sources were totally appropriate for projects in this course, so
I suggested students engage with them as well. In the end, the students

6. See especially John A. Tvedtnes, The Isaiah Variants in the Book of Mormon
(Provo, UT: FARMS, 1981).
7. See, for example, Paul C. Gutjahr, The Book of Mormon: A Biography (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2012); and Eran Shalev, American Zion: The Old
Testament as a Political Text from the Revolution to the Civil War (New Haven, CT: Yale
University Press, 2013).
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produced a wide variety of work on the text. Some mainly used sources
about early Mormonism and the book itself; others opted to analyze the
book within the context of particular literary or theoretical traditions
and thus drew primarily on secondary materials unconcerned with The
Book of Mormon. I was happy with both approaches.
I think there is a lot of interest in The Book of Mormon right now,
and we might have reached a breakthrough moment in which work on
the text isn't automatically dismissed or viewed with suspicion. But it is
going to take time for more work to come out on the book and for it to
start showing up in more than a handful of English courses around the
country. What this class taught me, though, is that the book is fun and
rewarding to teach, and that students can produce excellent work on
it using the criticism already available. My hope is that as study of the
book gains some traction in the field, teaching it will get a little easier,
and more professors might be willing to give it a shot.
JS: I couldn't agree more on all of this. And what was the result of your

students' research and writing? Obviously, some of the standout papers are
appearing alongside this interview, but perhaps you could tell us more generally about the papers your students produced. And perhaps you're willing
to say a little bit to introduce the papers that will appear in the journal.
EF: I enjoyed all the papers produced for this course and had a hard time
choosing pieces for this forum. In the end, I had to be a bit pragmatic,
so I solicited materials from students who had not yet graduated (and
thus could meet with me) and whose papers contained an argument
that could be presented in miniature with relative ease. I also wanted
to give your readers a sense of the scope of the work my students did.
The papers for this class fell into some loose categories: those
that focused on themes within The Book of Mormon itself, those that
examined aspects of the book's history, and those that situated the text
within a larger literary context. In the first category, for example, one
student examined the book's representations of money and assessed
how those representations shaped early Mormon notions of wealth
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and community. Two of the essays in this forum also work within
this vein: Alana Smith's explores The Book of Mormon's relationship
to Walter Benjamin's notion of Messianic time, and Shawna Norton's
analyzes its presentations of land. In the second category, Jessica Slayton's paper examines early Mormon visual art, and Sean Leahy's paper
attends to Orson Pratt's 1879 edition of the text. In the final category,
one student argued that the book draws on both classical models of
history writing, such as Tacitus's Annals, and Enlightenment histories
of ancient civilizations, such as Edward Gibbon's The Decline and Fall
of the Roman Empire, to present its stories of progress and decline. Still
another student read the book alongside Catharine Sedgwick's novel A
New-England Tale, arguing that these seemingly different texts share an
interest in the concept of religious choice. Angela Erdmann's paper, also
included here, straddles the line between these categories-exploring
early negative responses to The Book ofMormon, particularly parodies.
In some ways, I think (hope?) the lack of a set critical conversation
about the book was liberating for the students. It was liberating for me,
because it allowed me essentially to tell them, 'Tm assigning this really
long, complicated book. But once you've read it, do whatever you want:'
In response, they produced a truly wide field of work. My sense was that
students were giving me papers that-even though they were all about
The Book of Mormon-reflected their own intellectual concerns. That
was deeply rewarding.
JS: I think the papers will be deeply rewardingfor the Journals readers as

well. I personally hope they make clear to people working in the academy
that there's promise in including The Book of Mormon in literary and
historical courses focused on nineteenth-century America (as well as in
religious studies courses, of course). The more that such work is done, the
better things look for scholarly study of The Book of Mormon as a text.
Perhaps I could end, though, with a question about how these essays and
your own work might be useful to intellectually inclined Mormons who
aren't themselves working in academia. Many readers of the Journal fall
into that category, and some justifiably worry that academic scrutiny
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might misconstrue or misrepresent the book they regard as sacred scripture. What would you say to them about the value of letting The Book of
Mormon be the subject of serious scholarly attention?
EF: This is a tough question, and it's a little (a lot?) above my pay grade.
But it's one I've wrangled with throughout the time I've been studying
The Book of Mormon, because I want my work to contain something
of intellectual interest beyond my specific discipline of early US literary
studies-perhaps especially for Mormon readers. It would be naive at
best, and disingenuous at worst, for me to pretend that The Book ofMormon is just like any other book. I never would presume to tell a believer
in any tradition how to read a sacred text. There can, and perhaps should,
be distinctions between reading performed as part of a faith practice and
reading performed in the interest of literary or historical scholarship.
There also can be moments of overlap between the two, however, and I do
think it is possible to engage with and learn from someone else's critical
assessment of a text while still maintaining one's own intellectual and faith
commitments. Just as I have gained much in my reading of work on The
Book of Mormon by Mormon writers, I think Mormon readers can find
scholarship on the text by non -Mormons to contain some interesting
surprises. Observations about the book's formal properties, for example,
could provide some interesting fodder for new avenues of religious thinking, as could analyses of verses or chapters (or even books) that typically
are overlooked. Arguments and disagreements, too, can be of value. It
is useful, at times, to read something that simply doesn't jive with what
you believe-this is true in critical work as well as religious practice. That
said, I understand that what I've been doing with this book won't work for
everyone. That's okay. Faith is faith, and scholarship is scholarship, and
sometimes the two can't be the same thing.
The last thing I want to say is that I firmly believe The Book of
Mormon can withstand a variety of interpretations. It isn't a fragile
object. My students came into this class with differing opinions and
preconceptions about it, but they left with a shared appreciation of its
complexity and its historical importance. Their projects were all very
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different because the book invites a wide range of inquiry. That's part
of what makes it such a marvelous text, and that's why I hope other
scholars will take up its study.

Syllabus for English 330
"The Book of Mormon and Its World"
Thursdays, 4:35-7:35 p.m.
Dr. Elizabeth Fenton

The Book of Mormon is arguably the most globally significant book
printed in the nineteenth-century United States. The foundational text
of the nation's largest and most successful "homegrown'' religious movement, it has been translated into over one hundred languages and remains
the central scripture of a church that claims over fifteen million members
worldwide. From its first printing to our own historical moment, The
Book ofMormon has inspired belief and disbelief, reverence and outrage,
revival and violence. It is a controversial text that tells a complicated story
and bears a contested history. But it is also, not despite but because of
all this, an important work of literature. In this class, we will situate The
Book of Mormon within the literary and historical contexts into which
it emerged in 1830. To do this, we first will read the entire text, paying
close attention to its form as well as its content. We then will situate that
text within a series of different cultural and artistic contexts, exploring
such topics as the Second Great Awakening, secularism, antiquarianism,
race conflict, and theories of American origins. Our aim will not be to
assess the truth claims of The Book of Mormon but rather to consider the
myriad ways its original readers might have approached it and the various
questions it promised to answer in its own time.

Course Requirements
Seminar Paper (20-25 pp.)= 50%
Annotated Bibliography (IO sources)= 10%
Two Brief Papers (2-3 pp.)= 10%
Presentation/Participation = 30%
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Brief Papers: Twice during the semester, you will turn in a short analysis of the readings and discussion from the previous week. You may
choose any weeks you like, but each paper you hand in must discuss the
previous week's material. Your papers should be tightly organized, argumentative, and analytical. They should articulate your own reflections
on the materials we have covered and the discussion that has grown out
of those readings. Think of these as an opportunity to build on the work
you have done in class (and perhaps to begin working toward a final
paper). These papers should include quotes from the texts in question
but do not require outside research (though you could, of course, do
some).
Presentation/Participation: Each student will be responsible for preparing discussion questions for one class period. You are not responsible for running the entire class period; that's my job! But you should
prepare a few questions aiming to spark discussion. This is to ensure
( 1) that everyone contributes to the shape of the course and (2) that my
interests are not the only ones in play. Also, this is a seminar class-not
a lecture. Your energetic participation in class is essential to our success.
Seminar Paper: This is a research-driven thesis paper. You will amass a
body of scholarship relevant to The Book ofMormon (and/ or something
else from the syllabus) and construct an argumentative thesis paper.
Annotated Bibliography: In advance of writing your final paper, you
will produce an annotated bibliography of appropriate sources (peer-reviewed journal articles and academic books/chapters). This bibliography should be arranged like any other bibliography (in either Chicago
or MLA format, alphabetical by author's last name, etc.), but, for each
source, you will write two paragraphs: the first should summarize the
source's argument and give a sense of its structure and main evidentiary
points; the second should offer an account of the source's use value to
your own evolving project. You must include ten sources in your bibliography. I am happy to help with this.
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Required Texts
Adair, James. The History of the American Indians (available online)
Apess, William. On Our Own Ground: The Complete Writing of
William Apess (University of Massachusetts Press, 1992)
Barlow, Joel, et al. The Anarchiad (available online)
Boudinot, Elias. A Star in the West (available online)
Brown, Charles Brockden. Wieland; or, the Transformation (Pen guin, 1991)
Cooper, James Fenimore. The Pioneers (Penguin, 1988)
Finney, Charles Grandison. Lectures on Revivals of Religion (available online)
Givens, Terryl L. The Book of Mormon: A Very Short Introduction
(Oxford University Press, 2009)
Irving, Washington. A History of New York (Penguin, 2008)
Sedgwick, Catharine. A New-England Tale (Penguin, 2003)
Skousen, Royal, ed. The Book of Mormon: The Earliest Text (Yale
University Press, 2009)
Turner, Nat. The Confessions of Nat Turner (available online)
Various Critical Essays (to be found online)

Schedule
1/19: Introductions; Terryl L. Givens, The Book ofMormon: A Very

Short Introduction
1/26: The Book of Mormon: 1 Nephi-Mosiah
2/2: The Book of Mormon: Alma
2/9: Finish The Book of Mormon
2/16: Joseph Smith, "Extracts from the History;' in The Pearl of Great
Price (pp. 56-78); Rodney Stark, "Joseph Smith among the Revelators''; Richard Bushman, "Joseph Smith and Creation of the Sacred"
2/23: Charles Grandison Finney, Lectures on Revivals of Religion
(online-everyone read Lectures I-VII; we will jigsaw the rest!);
Claudia Stokes, The Altar at Home, introduction and ch. 1
3/2: Charles Brockden Brown, Wieland; Christine Hedlin, "'Was
There Not Reason to Doubt?': Wieland and Its Secular Age"
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3/9: Joel Barlow et al. The Anarchiad; Lindsay DiCuirci, "Reviving
Puritan History: Evangelicalism, Antiquarianism, and Mather's
Magnalia in Antebellum America''; Elizabeth Fenton, "Open Canons: Sacred History and American History in The Book ofMormon"
3/16: Spring Break
3/23: Washington Irving, A History of New York; Jerome McGann,
"Washington Irving, A History of New York, and American History"; Jeffrey Scraba, "Quixotic History and Cultural Memory:
Knickerbocker's History of New York''
3/30: James Adair, A History of the American Indians (read his
"Arguments;' focusing on the ones that seem most interesting to
you); Elias Boudinot, A Star in the West (read through chapter 2,
then choose one other section to read); Jared Hickman, "The Book
of Mormon as Amerindian Apocalypse"
4/6: William Apess, A Son of the Forest, "The Increase of the Kingdom of Christ;' "The Experiences of Five Christian Indians"; Sandra
Gustafson, "Nations oflsraelites: Prophecy and Cultural Autonomy
in the Writings of William Apess"; Rochelle Zuck, "William Apess,
the 'Lost Tribes; and Indigenous Survivance"
4/13: Catharine Sedgwick, A New-England Tale; Joan Ferretti,
"Literature in the Early American Republic: Religious Apostasy"
and "Market Rebellion: The Early Republic's Crises of Authority in
Catharine Maria Sedgwick's A New-England Tale"
4/20: James Fenimore Cooper, The Pioneers; Daryl Jones, "Temple in the Promised Land"; Chad May, "The Romance of America:
Trauma, National Identity, and the Leather-Stocking Tales"
4/27: The Confessions of Nat Turner; Richard Brodhead, "Prophets
in America Circa 1830"; Laura Thiemann Scales, "Narrative Revolutions in Nat Turner and Joseph Smith''
5/4: Last Day! Post-mortem

Elizabeth Fenton is associate professor of English at the University of
Vermont, specializing in the study of religion and literature in the early
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United States. She is the author of Religious Liberties: Anti-Catholicism

and Liberal Democracy in Nineteenth-Century U.S. Literature and Culture (2011), as well as essays appearing in such journals as J19, Early
American Literature, and ESQ. She is currently completing a book project dealing with the Hebraic Indian Theory and co-editing, with Jared
Hickman, a collection of essays on the Book of Mormon.

